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Bogus suppliers try to trick UMO offices
by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
UMO has received three shipments of
unordered photocopy supplies from two
California companies that allegedly
misrepresented themselves while trying
to solicit orders.
The College of Forest Resources, the
department of economics and the
laboratory for surface sciences and
technology received dry toner for copiers
after phone conversations with salesmen
claiming to be representatives of office
supply companies with which UMO
does business, said Cyndi Carusi, assistant to the director of purchases.
Nora Ackley, an accounts technician
at the College of Forest Resources, said,
"On the phone they're very fast talkers.
A girl called about our toner. She said
'the price was going up' and offered us
a discount. I kept telling them we order
by purchase order."
Both Ackley and her boss do the
ordering, she said. "It was kind of hard.
Both my boss and I were out sick."
The office received a shipment of dry
toner Feb. 18 or 19, she said.

The invoices for the three shipments
total $1,057.91. Carusi said that through
normal channels the total would be
$570.
UMO is not going to pay for the
goods. Carusi said the university is not
obligated to pay for any purchases unless
a purchase order is written.
The company has 30 days to arrange
return shipping, but Carusi said, "I
doubt they will pick it up."

The physics department and Army
Reserve Officers' Training Corps were
also contacted by representatives of the
companies.
Secretaries for both were aware of the
scam, and notified Carusi before making further contact, Carusi said.
Executive secretary of the physics
department, Pat Heal, said a man claiming to be a Xerox representative called
and said the price of toner was going up.
"He told me he was giving me a deal ,

Cy ndi Carusi, assistant to director of purchasing. (Warren photo)

on the toner," said Heal. "I told him
I'd call back with k purchase order
number. They called back and I said I'd
send them it."
"I never did; he called back. I transferred the call to Cyndi (Carusi)."
Carusi said when she spoke with the
salesman she questioned the validity of
his claims, and he expressed shock and
dismay.
"When I told him the scoop he hung
up," she said.
The
companies,
Interstate
Distributing Center and District Copier
Center, which have the same California
mailing address and toll free phone
number, could not be reached for
comment.
A representative of the Consumer
Fraud and Antitrust Division of the
Maine Attorney General Department
said complaints about out of state companies are referred to the state-Slit which
they do business.
"It's)hard doing investigations long
distance," the spokeswoman said. "We
reciprocate. It makes things easier."
Sales schemes such as this are not an
isolated phenomenon.
(see SCAM page 2)

Candidate speaks on spending priorities
by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
Severin Beliveau, a candidate in the
Democratic gubernatorial primary, said
Thursday that legislative approval of the
$15 million down payment to UMaine
would be a vote of confidence in the
system from which UMO would benefit.
Beliveau, also a UMaine trustee, said,
"Everybody benefits, but Orono is the
catalyst. We need the extra boost of the
$15 million down payment. We then have
to maintain and add to it next year."
The money is one of the recommendations of the governor's visiting committee, 18 of which were adopted by the
UMaine board of trustees.
Addressing a small gathering in the
Memorial Union's Sutton lounge,
Beliveau said, "Unfortunately the
trustees are unable to attract more
money. We have to compete with every
other state agency..
"We have got to get the Legislature not
to play games with the appropriation. It

should beconsidered as presented, with
no modifications."
The $7.6 million UMO is slated to
receive will create ongoing programs and
services, he said.
"But you can't deny the demographic
changes," he said, "I think you're going to see expansion at USM. Fifty percent of the population lives in Southern
Maine."
In addition to serving as a trustee,
Beliveau has served in the Maine House
and Senate and is now an attorney,
which he said, "makes me uniquely
qualified to fulfill the position of governor." — The next governor, Beliveau said, will
be confronted with serious decisions on
funding priorities.
The Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction bill will cost UMaine $10 million
and the state $53 million in lost federal
revenues, he said.
Fifty percent of Maine people work
part time, usually at minimum wage, he
said. "Canadian goods are being

Candidate SeVerin Beliveau (left) visiting Ken Hayes' classroom. (Pierce

photo)

dumped into Maine in unprecedented
amounts." The combination of the
Gramm-Rudman bill, the low pay of
most Maine jobs and the economic harm '
of Canadian imports, Beliveau said
"creates a big mess."

Beliveau will formally announce his
candidacy for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination March 16 and has
been putting together a campaign
organization
and
conducting
fundraisers.

Toll-free hotline proposed
to provide quick guidance
by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer
A bill has been introduced in the
Maine Legislature to create a statewide
toll-free hot line for victims of sexual
assault and domestic violence.
Assistant majority leader of the
Senate, Nancy Randall Clark (DFreeport)4_ who is sponsoring the bill,
said-titat-toll-free hot lines have always
been recognized as one of the greatest
sources of help for people.
People are more willing to call a toll-free-number before seeking help-from a
law enforcement officer because of the
anonymity and the immediate access to
guidance without forms to fill out, Clark
said.
Clark said that statewide immediate
guidance was important in this new bill
because the current available abuse
numbers are regional and only cover certain types of abuse.
There are eight regional sexual assault
hotlines in Maine; 10 domestic violence
hotlines; and two child sexual and
physical violence hotlines, she said.
The proposed statewide hotline, Clark
said, would allow victims to call one
number from which they would be referred to the nearest place of guidance for
their specific problem, whether it be one
of the many safe houses in the state or
a counseling center.
The bill proposes a hot tine that will

.t

be in service for eight hours a day, she
said, although the amount of hours may
be increased at a later time
Alan Reynolds, director of the
Department of Police and Safety here at
the university, said he has no idea how
much such a hotline would be used by
the UMO community but, "anything we
can do to help those victims is going to
be an asset."
UMO has never had an established
hotline for abuse but for the past year
has publicized the 911 emergency
number.
Reynokls said students cal i g this
number on campus telephones are connected to the police station.
Different emergency numbers in different areas only adds to the confusion
already present in an emergency situation, he said.
Ord-Ti—
Avn.
- Orono, and the UMO cam'pin all have different emergency
nunibers and someone who is associated
with all three areas could easily get confused over which number to call in an
emergency, Reynolds said.
According to the proposed bill, funding would come from the General Fund
and total $93,779 to cover staffing, training, a full-time coordinator, operating
and advertising costs, Clark said, but the
bill could be changed before it becomes
a law, which may be a while because it
has not yet been scheduled for a public
hearing.
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The manager of one of thaWit with
which UMO does busines‘f Jean
Oullette of Locke Office Products in
Bangor, said, "It's nationwide. It's just
astronomical."
"It hasn't cost us money. It has cost
us a lot of aggravation. The customers
get irate at the jacked-up prices."
Within the last year, he said, "These
fly-by-night companies have started using the Locke Office Products name."

Dan Gagnon, major accounts
manager for Transco, an office supply
company, said, "The paper pirates lie.
They've used our name."
The companies will ship name brand
goods at highly inflated prices or inferior
goods, which can damage machines, he
said.
"If the machines are damaged we have
to charge for repairs," he said. "The
toner is not covered in the maintenance

by Berke Breathed
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"The attorney general is no help, it's
boiler operations — a small room with
interstate not instate," he said. "The lots of phones and lots of phone
FBI has been notified."
books," said Locke.
A spokesman for the FBI in Augusta
"The reason thmare so successful in
said, "Agents here are not familiar with
California
is that there is an abundance
this case."
The vice-president of Locke Office of unemployed actors, who in effect perProducts, Jeff Locke, said "These have form on the phone.
been going on for 20 years. It's become
"They bank on getting to an uninan inevitability."
formed person. The bill comes to ac"Most organizations are based in counts payable, which just pays it," he
California. They commonly operate in said.

contracts or warranties."
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Students and Faculty choose new flag design
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by Donna Trask
Staff Writer
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Students attending baseball games at
Mahaney Diamond this spring may
catch the first glimpse of the new UMO
flag as a result oLa vote Feb. 3 and 4
sponsored by the Council of Presidents.
A design was chosen from two
finalists, said Gary Plourde, chairman of
the council. About 300 students and
faculty members voted. Plourde said,
"We wish the turnout was better, but it
wasn't bad."
Jeff Harris, resident director of
Somerset Hall, submitted the winning
design.

"I was looking to-design a flag that
was simple and represented the university, especially in the colors: white, teal
blue and navy," Harris said. "It's real
bold, real symbolic and very basic."
The flag design will be taken before
the General Student Senate for approval,
and then UMO President Arthur
Johnson will present it to the board of
trustees for approval March I.
The flag is a nice idea, Johnson said.
"Flags are a traditional part of college
life."
Johnson has offered to buy the first
flag for the university.

Three RAs face possible
mid-semester dismissal
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer

William S. Anchor, director of Hilltop
Complex, said one RA there "is going
to be dismissed. I've already discussed
it with them."
Three Resident Assistants may be
The identity -of that individual also
dismissed in the near future, the direchas not been disclosed, Anchor said, to
tors of their complexes said on
protect
Wednesday.
employee-employer
confidentiality.
Two RAs in York Complex are "being
considered" for dismissal, said York
Whether or not the Hilltop RA will
be replaced will be discussed after March
Complex director Gregory Stone.
Stone said the cause for one RA's break, Anchor said.
"We'll evaluate the needs of the (peodismissal stems from the required RA
ple on the) floor — what type of staff
course, which the individual did not
complete. The other RA is being releas- member would work, how developed the
section is.,
ed for "other issues."
'Three or four years ago an
RA got a job six weeks before school got
All RAs at the university are required
to take a non-credit course in student out. It was a mature floor, and we didn't
development for two hours a week. replace him,"-Anchor said.
Failure to complete the course can result
Usually one or two RAs leave each
year because of a job offer or some other
in the RA's dismissal.
Stone said the two RAs, whose iden- reason, he said.
Barbara Smith, director of Stodder
tities have not been disclosed, will be
meeting with him sometime before Complex, said there has only been one
RA dismissed in that complex within the
March break.
"If we let them go it will probably be past three years.
"We have a fairly small staff — 18
at break. That's when we're in the process of selecting new RAs," Stone RAs. York has twice as many RAs as we
do," which may be why it has more
said.
"It's not unusual for an RA not to dismissals, she said.
Smith said the reason for RA
complete the year," he said. "We've let
one go every year since I've been dismissal is always "unsatisfactory completion of their job" and may or may not
here."
He said the reason most RAs are let have anything to do with completing the
go is "not because they are terrible peo- required RA course.
"It depends on each individual
ple, but because they can't.complete the
case," she said.
job, for whatever reasons."
S.Z. -SSZSSS

Don't Forget!
Ride „
* *
Late Night Local
'Thurs., Fri. and Sat. Nights.
.116•MS-.1r

The Campus Corner
Friday: Pub Night S-1:00 a.m.

Featuring Teeper and
the Barbaks'
9-12:00 p.m.
ID Required at door

The Campus Corner is located at the end of
Grove St. Ext. past York Apartments.

Plourde said Lte, council is currently
looking for a manufacturer for the flag.
"There will be small hand-wave ones,
medium-sized ones for different
organizations to buy, and large ones for
flagpoles," Plourde said.
Some of the money made from selling the flags may go into a scholarship
fund, he said.
Student Government President David
Mitchell said the idea for the flag ties in
well with the BOT's decision to change
the name from UMO to the University
of Maine.
"It's a good unifying object to stand

If you think you're
having a heart attack,
think out loud.

behind, a symbol you can put in your
hand," Mitchell said.
Harris said he created his design
"regardless of the super-university
system because as far as 1 was concerned this is the University of Maine. I
didn't think of the other branch campuses."
The flag will have a white background
with a blue diagonal slash. The upper
triangle will contain a large navy blue M,
and the bottom triangle will have the
university seal in it. Harris said he would
have withdrawn his design if it was
modified to include UMO or "...at
Orono."
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American Heart Association
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The Golden Scissors
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The heatison.
This summer may be your last
chance to graduate fr,-?in college with a degree and an cfficer's commission. Sign up for
ROTC's six-week basic camp
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Military Science for details. But
hurry. The time is short. The
space is limited. The heat is on.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
581-1125
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World/U.S. News
Pieces of Soviet satellite
fall near East Coast
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.(AP)
- A Soviet satellite broke up as it plunged into the Earth's atmosphere today
over Australia and at least two chunks
of debris continued in orbit before falling into the Atlantic Ocean, U.S. defense
officials said.
At least one piece of the nine-ton
Cosmos 1714 came down in the Atlantic several hundred miles due east of New
York, said Del Kindschi, public affairs
officer at the North American
Aerospace Defense Command headquarters inside Cheyenne Mountain.
Another chunk splashed into the ocean

hundreds of miles directly east of Miami,
he said.
NORAD initially reported the satellite
burned up from friction as it re-entered
the atmosphere at 5:15 a.m. MST, traveling at a speed of 17,000 mph.
But later NORAD data showed two or
more pieces of debris continued in orbit, said Kindschi.
Kindschi said the orbiting debris continued on a northeasterly track after
most of the satellite burned up in the atmosphere over Australia. The debris
traveled over the northwestern tip of
Alaska, the North Pole, Hudson Bay and
southeastern Canada.

Oil tax may offset losses
of Reagan income tax plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - Raising
taxes on imported oil would cost the
average family up to $365 a year,
penalize the poor, hurt key allies and
damage the nation's trade balance, the
Reagan administration told Congress on
Thursday.
But the proposal should be kept alive
in case it is needed to finance President
Reagan's plan for overhauling the income tax system, J. Roger Mentz, acting
assistant secretary of the treasury for tax
policy, told the Senate Finance subcommittee on energy taxation.

After describing the oil tax as extremely regressive and estimating that for most
families it would wipe out any benefit
from the tax-revision plan, Mentz said,
"The president has not ruled it out. We
suggest you keep it on the table."
The tax is being pushed by oil state
lawmakers to help a domestic oil industry being squeezed by plunging prices
on the world market. Prices are dropping because Saudi Arabia is trying to
whip other members of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries into
line, said Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas.

If You Need A Free Ride

Reagan .to seek approval
for weapon sale to Saudis
The Sidewinders -ire designed to
be attached to the F-15 jets, while
the Stingers are anti-aircraft
missiles that could be fired by
combat troops.
Apart from the traditional
arguments that the Saudis are a
force for moderation and stability
in the Mideast and a good friend
of the United states, this year's
pitch to skeptical members of Congress will include the Iran-Iraq war.
Iranian troops are "at the gates"
of Kuwait, and the Saudis are committed to go to the defense of the
smaller Persian Gulf country, said
a State Department official, who
insisted on anonymity.
Critics of the Saudis are also trying to hold up delivery of modern
U.S. AWACS radar planes already
sold to .the Riyadh government.
Reagan has given Congress a commitment to deliver the planes only
if there was "significant progress"
toward peace in the Middle East_
kalb said the administrationexpected all commitments to be met
and that delivery could begin in a
few months.
Israel's supporters are questioning the merits of another weapons
sale to a major Arab country while
Mideast peace efforts are at a
standstill.

WASHINGTON (AP)- President Reagan is preparing to ask
Congress to approve the sale of
$300 million in missiles to Saudi
Arabia, congressional sources said
Thursday, a request likely to touch
off another fight with Israel's supporters when it reaches Capitol
Hill next week.
Initially, Reagan was considering a $1.1 billion deal, but trimmed the package at the suggestion of
Republican leaders who told the
president a sale of such magnitude
might be blocked, two well-placed
sources told The Associated Press.
The package initially included
$450 million in electronic equipment for U.S.-built F-15 and F-5
fighter planes and $250 million in
Black Hawk combat helicopters.
The Saudis also wanted U.S. tanks
and more F-15 jets but-aware of
congressional opposition -decided instead to buy all-weather Tornado fighters_futu. Britailt And
West Germany.
Republican leaders urged
Reagan to trim the request to
Sidewinder and Stinger missiles on
the theory the deal might- squeak
through, the sources said. The
president could then come back
later and ask for more weapons for
the Arab kingdom.
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This week, I have chosen to discuss a
1979 album by David Bowie entitled,
"Lodger." One thing that can certainly be said about "Lodger" is that it does
not rank among the most popular rock
albums ever to be produced. And there
is an excellent chance that it will never
be considered in that category.
However, it does harbor much merit
and is worthwhile to discuss for the purposes of this small but humble column.
"Lodger is one of David's "live"
albums. That is, it is one of three albums
between 1978 and 1980 that seems to
depict a low in his produced recording
career. The other two albums are
"Heroes" and "Low."
As a whole, the three never received
much airplay or were the beneficiaries
of much publicity, "Lodger"--is probably
the least popular of the three, for a few
reasons. Songs are very different, even
for Bowie. And, the album doesn't have
that distinctive, Bowie flavor that you
would find in songs like "TVC 15"
Rebel Rebel" and"Suffraget City'
In fact, the album has a very forei
flavor to it. In the song, "African Nig
Flight," the lyrics and style
something you might find if you mix
Nelson Mandella with Peter Tosh. An
in a song entitled "Yassassin"(which
rkish for: Long Live), some of
- ics are indeed Turkish.
OK, the album has that Eu
pean/rvliddle East feel to it, but the
"ty of the songs on the album
te Americanized, the lyrics in so
s are brilliant, and the thrust of t
urn is strong with minor weaknesses'
empo in songs like "Red Money" and
ove On." Overall, I would say that
you're a Bowie fan and you haven't
ten around to picking up a copy of
dger" yet, then it is probably a good
ea.

Hypnotist to display craft
by Becky ,Pilkington
Staff Writer

By the way, you can usually find it in
the bargain bins in music shops, If you're
not a Bowie fan, then don't bother expanding. One final note is that the
songs, "Fantastic Voyage" and "Repetition" are stand-out selections and are
deserving of special mention. In it's
obscurity, this disc gets a 3.5 rating.
"Marc Denoncourt is a senior advertising major from Terryville, Connecticut who has never realized his only real,
true dream ofplaying hopscotch, kneedeep in butterscotch pudding while carrying the flag from the country of
Nepal!"

show. A lot of people said they really
wanted him back next semester.
DeLuca's upcoming performance is the
earliest time he could be booked for a
return engagement at UMO, Ames said.
DeLuca usually brings between 12 and
15 audience members on stage who are
willing to volunteer themselves as participants. The idea of the show is to have
fun, according to Ames.
Meanwhile, DeLuca has to watch audience members who are sitting in the
front rows because they may become
hypnotized as well, Ames said. "One guy
who was just sitting in the front row was
hypnotized. So we brought him up."
During the show it is not uncommon
for DeLuca to use spotters (stagehands)
to stand behind the hypnotized subjects.
Their iob is to act as buffers between the
hypnotized people and the ground, in
the event that the people become so
relaxed in their trance that voluntary
movement is lost and they fall off their
seats.

•

The program that Time Magazine
called, "one of the most requested acts
on college campuses today" will arrive
to the Memorial Gym Sunday to display
a blend of comic parody with the art of
hypnosis in one performance. Tom
DeLuca strongly encourages audience
participation, one might say, because his
subjects are the real stars of the show.
DeLuca's audience might perform the
moonwalk, recite advertising jingles, sing
the theme song from the Brady:Bunch,
or regress into second childhood.
And when the show's over, most of
DeLuca's subjects are unaware that
anything unusual has happened to them,
according to the assistant director of
athletics and recreational sports.
David M. Ames said this comedianhypnotist is returning to Orono at the request of students. DeLuca had performed here in October 1984 before a crowd
of about 650.

"Many people Came back after the

(see HYPNOTIST
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Editorial
Nuclear double standard

he state's political forces are coming together
populous.
in a perverse display of unity for the one issue
That Maine is faced with the unnattractive dilemin recent memory which it seems nobody can
ma of having brought this on itself is not the point.
support:.the Department of Energy's investigation of
We should be sure not to forget who supported nuclear
two Maine sites proposed for future nuclear waste
power back when we had a chance to do something
facilities.
about it. !
While it's understandable that no politician with
The pro-business forces of Maine were lined up
plans for re-election would buck overwhelming public
against the environmentalists, with the traditional prodisapproval, we should remember the state's history
business forces, both in politics and the media, bewith related issues and the stances of today's political
moaning the negative atmosphere for investment which
posturers before we get all caught up in a feel-good,
the environmentalists would have created.
"grass roots" opposition movement.
The pro-business, pro-waste production forces inThe referendum to close the Maine Yankee nuclear
cluded Gov. Joseph Brennan and the Bangor Daily
power plant in Wiscasset failed a popular vote. While
News, and again, the majority of voters went along.
the vote was a lot closer than supporters had hoped
Now Brennan has announced he's willing to meet
for in a conservative state lacking much heavy industry,
with the Maine Nuclear Referendum Committee to
it would probably fail again.
discuss the possibility of closing Maine Yankee before
On that election day the people of Maine spoke, and
its planned date of obsolescence.
they voted to "give Maine the power to compete." It
As governor, Brennan relCheNad tb—support Maine
was a vote to create nuclear waste, despite the obvious
Yankee and protect the business environment. As conhazards of continued production with adequate
gressional candidate, Brennan feels he has to tap the
technology of waste disposal a promise of the future.
popular opposition to the sites and protect the Maine
Now Maine is faced with living with the results of
environment.
that vote, and everyone's railing against the dominaThe Bangor Daily, while less influential in the earlier
tion and arrogance of the federal government.
debacle, is now stuck with waffling back and forth on
The time has gone by when Maine can argue that
the imminent danger of the situation they helped cause.
nuclear waste disposal is unsafe — the voters ignored
While we can only hope the sites here will be found
that threat when they thought they had economic
unsuitable by a federal agency scrambling to_dt_ir_Lpi it
benefits to gain.
_--somewhere, we should avoidjoining forces with those
Nor _ can_ it be_ argued—that- —waste --which is-who lead the voters down the rosy path of economic
predominantly produced in the Northeast should be
bounty and not allow them to play on the sympathies
shipped through the densely populated Industrial Belt
of a forgetful public.
;
to the sparse areas of the Southwest. We wanted the
power here, and the Bottle Lake Complex isiar from
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CATHY STANLEY

Depression
Life after college, that's all I seem to
be thinking about these days and it gets
more depressing as time goes on, but I
also get better at ignoring time as it goes
on.
Things seem to be at rock bottom
every time I think about the fact that I
am a senior who hasn't even finished getting a resume, cover letter or recommendations together. How will I ever get a
job? Will I ever get a job?
At first I was excited about graduating
and going out to get a job but then I read
an article in the February issue of On
Campus on money management for
people starting Out after college.
This article gave me absolutely
nothing to look forward to. I'm considering becoming a full-time student
who never has to face the realities of the
outside world.
It said that students have to "deny,
deny, deny" things they want while in
college because of a lack of money.
Last week I bought four pairs of new
shoes on a whim and if I can't do that
when I get out and am making money,
what's the sense? Why would I want to
leave this safe haven where I can go to
parties, shop at will, and write interesting and informative articles- for The
Daily Maine Campus?
The article said I would have to have

a budget and keep receipts
I bought. This, it seems
take all of the fun and sp
of anyone's life. Lord he
don't want to become one
pie who carry around thos
spaces to cover everything
penses to shopping lists.
One example of creative
money was given of a wor
lects all of her loose chan
of the day and saves it in a
ly budgets her money a
careful ledger of all her ex
to the quarters that escap
bottle for a candy or a n1
This just does not sounc
of person I would want to I
or be. This emphasis on
dimes seem ridiculous in
millions of more imp(
happening.
All of a sudden I am no
ly awaiting May 10. Is this
ing to be like? Am I doon
in the footsteps of the woi
change jaa-Or—will4 be d
main in Orono for the ret
taking classes through the
care about because they do
papers and-paying 54 on wc
into fraternity parties?
I guess I'll type up that
after all and take my chai

Cathy Stanley is a senio
major who is writing this
HUGEfavor to Kelly Multi
feel like writing one.
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s President Reagan, smiling and eludes Talent Search, Ur
jovial, hurls lightning bolts at and the Onward Special
America's college students and gram, have been here since
the thunder of Gramm -Rudman - days of the American dre
Hollings rumbles in the foreground, let's ing and mainstreaming ;
peer through the smoke of many-zeroed talented Mainers into co
dollar signs to gape at the Orono cam- they want to and ought t
pus in September of 1987, when either
Intelligent and self-mc
the Reagan budget of Gramm-Rudman
need a hand, not a handl
has redecorated the scene.
ward Program, from the
September of '86 will bring a 10 per- dwelling between Jenness
cent cut in Pell grants and a 4.3 percent provides counseling, acadi
cut in all student aid. But it's already too and college preparatory
late to bewail the casualties for next year: algebra, biology, chemistr:
Gramm-Rudman has already done them to the non-traditional s
in. Those empty seats will leave a hole enrich our campus with c
where students were, but the gap will be
Ellin MacKinnon, a foi
small compared to the crater that FY 87 student, a' mother of two
will create.
Welfare major with a 3.
On top of the '86 onslaught, our average, is only one of a
teflon President proposes: elimination of seventy former and pre
Student Incentive Grants, a 22.1 percent students who will probably
cut in National Direct Student Loans, a their degrees if their func
2/L5 percent_cut in Guaranteed Student----To41ante-Congressman
Loans, a 58.4 percent cut in Work-study in Time last week,"The A
and Supplemental Grants and a 100pec-- is proposing a lobotomy 1
cent cut of Perkins Scholarships for Pro-- power of America."
spective Teachers.
become a relic of a sunnii
Of the thousands of Maine students a Great Society encourage
who receive scholarships, grants and
not just nuclear capabilit
loans from the federal government, hunThe 8.6 percent increasi
dreds and hundreds will be among the
posed funds for military r(
missing, and the missed. See the dorms, fund all of America's TR
half-inhabited by sons and daughters of for fifty years to come. It
the well-to-do. See the Damn Yankee, I'm not surprised.
bereft of boots and well-worn jeans,
I was a graduate stuck,
healthy Maine faces gone; maybe yours. when Govern6r Ronald Re
And maybe ours. Marked for the hat- the National Guard to cri
chet are Women's Educational Equity, pity college students who p
especially selected for 100 percent
in People's Park and who
decimation and Aid to Economically
military intervention in Vi
Disadvantaged -(poor) students, better
was teargas in the air; they
known as TRIO. We of TRIO, which inwe had tears and glory.
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Response
a budget and keep receipts for everything
I bought. This, it seems to me, would
take all of the fun and spontaneity out
of anyone's life. Lord help me, but I
don't want to become one of those people who carry around those books with
spaces to cover everything from car expenses to shopping lists.
One example of creative ways to save
money was given of a woman who collects all of her loose change at the end
of the day and saves it in a jar. She strictly budgets her money and "keeps a
careful ledger of all her expenses, down
to the quarters that escape her change
bottle for a candy or a newspaper."
This just does not sound like the type
of person I would want to hang out with
or be. This emphasis on nickles and
dimes seem ridiculous in the face of
millions of more important thing
happening.
All of a sudden I am not so anxiously awaiting May 10. Is this what it is going to be like? Am I doomed to follow
in the footsteps of the woman with the
change jaa_Or_yvill I be doomed to remain in Orono for the rest of my life,
taking classes through the week I don't
care about because they don't have term
papers and paying$4 on weekends to get
into fraternity parties?
I guess I'll type up that resume today
after all and take my chances.
Cathy Stanley is a senior journalism
major who is writing this column as a
HUGEfavor to Kelly Mullins who didn't
feel like writing one.

Argument against charity raffle inaccurate
To the editor:
In response to the letter labeling the Beta Theta Pi, Delta
Delta Delta raffle unfair, I
would like to refute all of Garry
Higgins, so-called
"incongruities."
Higgins based his argument
on three points which he felt led
to an unethical charity raffle.
Firstly, he stated that he was
told 150 tickets would be drawn
4rid the ticket holders would be
drawn and the ticket holders
would attend the party.
Admittedly, the informer was
mistaken, although there was an
overflow of literature on the
table which explained the whole
system, including the fact that
250 people would be invited and
150 people would be drawn at
the first drawing.
All ticket buyers were
coutaged to read the leaflettes.

en=

—Letters to the editor must be
accompanied by a legitimate
writer's name so the letter's
authenticity may be verified.
Under rare circumstances only will a letter be run without
identifying the writer, as this
page would quickly
degenerate into name-calling
grid accusations made in the
safety of anonymity.

Charlotte Herbold

will stop the rain?
eludes Talent Search, Upward Bound
and the Onward Special Services Program, have been here since the good old
days of the American dream, identifying and mainstreaming academicallytalented Mainers into college because
they want to and ought to be here.
Intelligent and self-motivated, they
need a hand, not a handout. The Onward Program, from the small solar
dwelling between Jenness and Murray,
provides counseling, academic advising
and college preparatory courses in
algebra, biology, chemistry and English
to the non-traditional students who
enrich our campus with diversity.
Ellin MacKinnon, a former Onward
student, a mother of two and a Social
Welfare major with a 3.4 gradepoint
average, is only one of a hundred and
seventy former and present Onward
students who will probably leave without
their degrees if their funding is cut. -To-quote-Congressmanin Time last week,"The Administration
is proposing a lobotomy for the brainpower of America." So we may
become a relic of a sunnier past, when
a Great Society encouraged brainpower,
not just nuclear capability.
The 8.6 percent increase only in proposed funds for military research would
fund all of America's TRIO programs
for fifty years to come. It's a sad thing;
I'm not surprised.
I was a graduate student at Berkeley
when Govern& Ronald Reagan called in
the National Guard to crush those uppity college students who planted flowers
in People's Park and who balked at our
military intervention in Vietnam. There
was teargas in the air; they had guns, and
we had tears and
But that was

airy.

1968, and this is 1986.
Of course Maine TRIO Day, this Friday, could revive the anesthetized brainpower of this campus. We could all yell
before the legislative knife severs the lobe
that allows us to feel anger, to defend our
degrees and our futures. Everybody, or
most of us, could write to our representatives and holler in ink about the injustice of cutting opportunities and adding fears.
We could begin, on Maine TRIO Day,
to organize a protest, not against apartheid in South Africa but against apartheid in Orono, where economically
disadvantaged students, where American
students, are threatened with segregation
from those prosperous enough to remain
here. And yet I feel, as I write this, that
I am putting a message in a bottle and
floating it out into a sea of indifference.
September of '87 might be gloomy on
this campus and we may all be a little
-bitionelier. But'who will stkii the hard
rain from falling?
Charlotte Herbold is affiliated with
the Onward program.
Olympia J. Snowe
133 Common Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
John R. McKernan
1428 Longworth Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
William S. Cohen
SH 530 Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
George J. Mitchell
344 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

If Higgins was such a conscientious buyer then he should have
taken the responsibility of learning the rules of the game.
Secondly, Higgins said that
the ad asked ticket holders to attend the party Thursday, Feb.
20th at 8:00 p.m. for the final
drawing. In actuality the ad did
state that the party began at
8:00 p.m. for the final drawing.
Although the brochures clearly
stated how the drawings worked, starting at 9:00 p.m. and occurring every half an hour, even
going into further detail ex-,
plaining the numbers of people.
to be drawn from the first to the..
final party.
Thirdly, Higgin's complaining that he arrived at the Beta
party, where his ticket number
was checked in the Maine Campus for his entry to be permitted, he claims he wanted tio ax
plode because people were still

buying tickets, and when he
went to buy another ticket no
one checked his "Lucky" ticket
number.
Anyone can see the connection. No one was allowed entrance to the party if they were
not a "Lucky" ticket holder, except workers who were not
allowed to participate. Obviously, everyone at the party could
legitimately purchase tickets at
this point, there was no need to
check tickets. After the first
drawing and from that point on
the numbers were printed on a
poster as they were drawn, and
then hung up. For anyone to
buy a ticket after a drawing,
their ticket number was required
to be on the poster from the
previous drawing, and they were
all legitimately checked.
In conclusion, I feel it is unfortunate that I must defend
this alleged "bogus" raffle. It is

unjust that Higgins feels this
would cast a dark shadow over
the fraternity system as a whole,
for they are responsible for
around 85 percent of money
raised on campus for charities.
This function is an annual
event and I guess it is taken for
granted that participants
understand how it works. I
regret if the system was not orally explained in detail at the time
the tickets were purchased.
Although it was all for a good
cause, it was not like Beta Theta
Pi and Delta Delta Delta were
trying to make suckers out of
the participants. We were merely trying to help out a needy
organization in what we felt was
a fun and efficient way.

Julia Cole
Delta Delta Delta

Raffle benefits many causes
To the editor:
I was reading the Daily
Maine Campus on Wednesday,
Feb. 26, when I came upon a
letter by Garry Higgins, an offcampus student.
I could not believe what this
person was saying. I myself
bought two one-dollar tickets
for the raffle, not because I
thought I would win, but
because it was a good cause.
Beta Theta Pi and Tr -Delta
didn't make any money on the

party, and worked very hard to
organize it. The proceeds went
to the United Way to help sponsor various charities such as Big
Brother, Big Sister and the
Special Olympics.
I really cannot believe that
the writer is complaining about
a one dollar ticket. It absolutely appalls me.
The point of this raffle was
to help people who truly need
it. Beta and Tr -Delta did a great
thing by having this raffle and

party. They worked hard to help
others.
Lastly, I'd like to thank God
that Garry Higgins was not
elected to the vice presidency of
the student government. If he
thinks the raffle was worth badmouthing Beta and Tr -Delta,
imagine if he was running the
student government.
John Litchfield
President
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Reader proud of the raffle
To the editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to the article appearing in Wednesday's Daily Maine
Campus by Garry Higgins
questioning the legality of the
Bermuda raffle sponsored by
Beta Theta Pi and Delta Delta
Delta.
First off, he said that when
he purchased the raffle ticket he
was told that 150 lucky tickets
would be drawn and that these
150 people would come over to
Beta on the 20th for the final
drawing. Mr. Higgins then
stated that when the numbers
appeared in the Maine Campus
there were 250 numbers. There
was a reason for this.
We knew that 250 people
would not attend the drawing,
and after all, the purpose of the
raffle was to raise money for
charity, so we printed 250
numbers. What Mr. Higgins
failed to mention was that only
108 ticket holders came to Beta
on the night of the final drawing, 42 less than he claimed
should have been at the
drawing.
Secondly, Mr. Higgins said
that the ticket read that the final
drawing was at 8 p.m. Well, excuse us for not printing detail-

ed explanations on the I-inch by
4-inch tickets. This Was to be a
Bermuda party; what fun
would it have been to get
everyone to Beta at 8, pick one
winner, and then send everyone
home?
Thirdly, Mr. Higgins states
that when he came to Beta his
ticket number was checked at
the door and he was let in. Since
his ticket had already been
-checked-there was no need to
check it a second or third time
when he wanted to buy more
tickets. He made it sound as if
he wanted us to run people's
tickets through—a computer. Mr.
Higgins also stated that what he
saw inside of Beta "was so
unethical that I almost exploded on the spot." If running a
raffle to raise money for the
United Way is the soft of thing
that makes Mr. Higgins Want to
explode on the spot then maybe
he should not be a senator.
To add insult to injury, having to read that Beta and Del(a.
Delta Delta "hoodwinked" the
participants and soaked them
for all we could is one of the
most outrageous things I have
ever read in the Maine Campus.
Mr. Higgins also said that
this raffle has cast a dark
shadow over the entire fraterni-

ty system, even though only two
fraternities were involved. Well,
I think it is Mr. Higgins who is
in the dark. Someone should inform him that only one fraternity was involved, Beta Theta
Pi, and that the other participant, Delta Delta Delta is a
sorority.
I am very angered by Mr.
Higgin's letter, but none the less
I am proud to have taken part
in this raffle, and I am proud of
the two plaques hanging in our
chapter room given to us by the
United Way, thanking us for
our services_and_our_donations
I am looking forward to
hanging up the third one very
shortly. I hope to see all of you
at our fourth annual Bermuda
Party next year.
(Mr. Higgins, you are
welcome to come over to Beta
where I will refund you the $2
you feel we cheated you out of,
but if you really want to make
some money or get some attention maybe you could sue the
United Way for sponsoring the
raffle.)

John Brier
Second V.P.
Beta Theta Pi
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dile e-gen s as

4reritage

by Mike Laberge
Staff Writer
To Hugh Curran, a native of
Donegal, Ireland, mythology is a
way of experiencing life.
Curran is an instructor of Celtic
mythology who currently conducts
a workshop on the subject at
UMO. His interest in mythology
stems from his early exposure to
ancient myths in his native
country.
"Growing up. I would sit by the
fire and hear many of the stories,
which had been passed from one
generation to the next.
"In order to be a whole person,
you have to relate to your mythic
heritage," Curran said.
In the late 1960s, Curran spent
five years as a Buddhist monk and
said he still accepts Buddhist
philosophy.
His interest in mythology led
him to study Jungian psychology
at the State University of New
York at Albany. Through his
studies, he said, he was able to
research the psYchological and
spiritual
implications
of
mythology. Curran continued his
education at tr10,-wifereTte-sPent
time as a teaching assistant while
studying English literature. He said
he focused much of his attention
on the work of W.B. Yeats.
Curran's deep interest in
mythology soon translated into a
desire to teach, he said. Because
Celtic myth is an important part of
his heritage, he said he felt the need
to teach others about it.

"Celtic literature is the oldest
vernacular literature in Europe and
very feu people know about it."
Curran said that few Irish
Americans, who number about 47
million in the U.S., know about
Celtic myth, which is the root of
their heritage.
"To me, that's a great shame,"
he said.
Previous to conducting the
workshop at UMO,Curran said-he
taught the course as part of an
adult education series in both
Brewer and Ellsworth. In the
represented supreme duty and
course, Curran portrays the beliefs
ceremony to the ancient Irish
and attitudes of ancient Celtic
people.
peoples. "What's important is that
Along with discussions of
you know what people believed...
CuChullain, Curran explains the
those qualities that made their
Mabinogion Tales of the Walsh.
heroes,"
he
said.
The last major cycle Curran
Celtic
mythology dates back as far as
discusses focuses on the tales of
15(X) LW. when the Celtic people
traditional kings.
were recognized as Celts.
Though the course centers
Until the sixth century, none of
around the four major cycles of
the tales and myths were written.
tale, Curran said he also takes time
The Celtic culture, Curran said,
to explain the spiritual elements of
was a very oral culture because
myth, such as leprechauns and
they felt it was important to train
fairies.
the-ttiemory.
Borrowing a quote from Arthur
Curran structures the course
Conan Doyle, Curran said, "The
around four basic _periods, qr. study of fairy lore can elasticize the
cycles of tale. He begins with the
memory."
book of invasions, which explores
He said he also cites examples of
the origins of the Celtic peoples.
Celtic mythology in the work of
The Irish Ulster and Fennian
modern poets and authors such as
cycles are explained next. These
W.B. Yeats, George Russell, James
cycles include the Finn/Oisin Tales
Stephens, Robert Graves and
that are the most popular set of the
Frank O'Connor in relating
myths. he said.
mythology to the 20th century.
The CuChullain Tales is the next
The workshop is sponsored by
set of myths. CuChullian, Curran
the Conferences and Institutes
said, was a_ istocratic hero who
Division.

ti
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(continued from page 5)Likewise, the spotters sometimes lose
consciousness and pass under the control of an external force. In one instance,
a spotter from a previous show refused
to work for the upcoming show, saying
it was too hard for him to stay awake,
Ames said.
Anne Bigbee, a reluctant subject, went
up with a friend. "I'm shy, I don't like
getting up in front of people," she
said. "But when you're hypnotized, you
aren't intimidated.
"I didn't believe in hypnosis," she
said. She intended to resist DeLuca's suggestions and found that she couldn't.
"I'm not going to,', she thought,
when he brought her back to the age of
five and asked her to write her name. "I
couldn't write it in cursive. Five year olds
can't write in cursive.
"He talked to us, kept snapping his
fingers. I could only hear his voice — it
drew you to him.
"Some people remember, some people don't," Bigbee said. She had no
muscular control and could only follow
instructions. She.was also unaware of being watched by the audience.
DeLuca de-programs the volunteers
Afterward, releasing them from the
trance.
But DeLuca made a mistake once.
While waking the participants, he told
them the year was 1985 when it was actually 1984, Ames said. Whenever they
wrote the date, these participants would
write 1985 instead.
Although the power of hypnotic suggestion is strong, it soon wears off, Ames
said.
Some people are more susceptible
than others, he said. "It's amazing how
some people can relax with all those people around. One guy went under in 45
seconds once."
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Due to popular demand, we'll be on campus Marc
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in the South Lown Room, Memorial Union.
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Save like never befpre!!
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All winter clothing is 50% off list
Skis
Spalding Coarse GS/SL
Dynastar-C-oarse GS
Rossignol 3G/4S
Pre-1600 GSP
Kastle Nat'l Team SL/GS

List
Now
$325
$169
$325
$175
$325
$189
$295 _4129
$320 $199

Boots
Caber Squadra—DRA/SL
Dach Stein V-3 racing
Trappeur 4000
Caber Coa-550's
Marker M-36 bindings

List
$280
$265
$275
$265
$120

Now
$189
$129
$179
$169
$79

All summer clothing up to 50% off list
T-shirts, Shorts. Rugby Shirts, Shells, Pants, Bathing
Suits, Summer Jams,

Marker short sleeve T-shirts regular $10 now $5
Assorted tennis shirts regular $15 now
$8

Tuesday, March 4, 8:30 - 5

etc.
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Myriem Roussel as "Mary."

"Hail Mary" sacrilegious
or modern filmmaking?
by Peter Gray
Staff Writer

condemned it. New York's Cardinal
O'Conner, during a Mass at St. Patrick's
Cathedral, said, "It is an act of contempt
The viewer had to decide whether
of our sacred beliefs."
Jean-Luc Godard's "Hail Mary" should
A crowd of over 7,000 appeared at
be praised as a scrupulous modernizaLincoln Center's Alice Tully Hall to protion of the Annunciation of Nativity
test the festival's premier American
stories or condemned as a blasphemous
showing. Ticket holders had to be
insult to the faithful, but it can easily lie- - escorted by police into Lincoln Center
seen as the incendiary device of this year.
to see the film.
Maybe this genre should not shock as
Godard said the genre was not about
'malty as it already-ha
—sin France and Itathe Virgin Mary but about "a young
ly knowing the cinema history of
woman named Mary who, at a certain
Godard. With this ravishing chastity of
moment in her life, finds herself part of
young Myriem Roussel as his focus, he
an exceptional event that she would
has created a disturbing meditation on
never have wished for herself." If he
the devine enigma of womanhood, as
had not wanted to create such conperceived by any man who is both drawn
troversey and public outrage, he might
to and excluded from her secrets.
have named the young woman Dolores,
Godard created so much controversy
not Mary and her fiance Shawn, not
with "Hail Mary" that Pope John Paul
Joseph.

Band keeps pub style
by Barnaby Garrison Thomas

The story is set in Switzerland and
Mary (Myriem Roussel) works as a gas
station attendent. Joseph (Thierry Rode)
is a short tempered taxi driver who, by
the movies end, is Mary's platonic lover.
Gabriel,(Philippe Lacoste), is the angel
who arrives by a jet plane to tell Mary
of the upcoming event. Mary, believing
the future event to be an act of God,
then goes to see her gynecologists who
confirms her virgin pregnancy. Mary
asks the doctor to explain the situation
to the 'tkeptical Joseph.
Godard mixes it up a bit with scenes
ofa basketball game, a classroom where
a professor speaks of life being programed by a "higher intelligence and a shot
of Mary examining her nude, pregnant
body. By the movies end, Joseph swears
to keep his hands off the bride, to act
as her shadow, and she responds, "But
isn't that what all men are, the shadow
of God?"
"Hail Mary" can be monotonous,
and unlike his many successful creations,
the mind can also wander while watching
the film, yet it isn't difficult to follow.
Richard Roud had proclaimed, about
Godards influential films, like "Les Carbiniers" (1963) "Alphaville"(1965) and
"Weekend" (1967), "There is cinema
before and after Godard. Perhaps not
progress, but a fundamental change."
I wonder if Roud would view Goddard's "Hail Mary" as "fundamentally
change," thus worthy to see, or too
serious1Ô be entertaining, maybe even
boring.
"Hail Mary" will be shown at the
Railroad Square Cinema in Waterville
March 7 through March 10 at 7 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.

LATE NIGHT LOCAL

Communiqué
Friday, February 28
Focus: TGIF,Sutton Lounge, 12:15
pm.
Maine Masque: "The Women in
The Sixth
Row," Hauck
Auditorium, 8 p.m. public-$6 and
•
students $4.
Fo'c'sle: Lown Rooms, 7:30 p.m.
Music Department: Composer/Performer Kay Gardner,
Lord Hall, 8 p.m., $3.50 public,
$1.50 students.
Saturday, March I
Focus: Ski trip 40 Sugarloaf, Call
581-1794.
Fo'c'sle Lown Rooms, Memorial
Union, 7:30 p.m.
Maine Masque "The Women in
the Sixth Row," 8 p.m. Hauck
Auditorium.
Sunday, March 2
Ski Trip to Squaw, call 581-1794 for
rrtore information.
Newman Center: Catholic
Liturgies, 9:30 a.m. and 6:15 p.m.,
Neville Hall, 11:15 a.m.
MCA: Protestant Worship, Lown
Room, 11 a.m.

I ate s.tght

RODS AND CONES "RODS AND
CONES" DUVAL DISCS
A steady reading of The Boston Phoenix
reveals that Rods and Cones play
regularly at Boston's best clubs --- and
with good reason. Their pub-rock style
suggests early Stones with a bit more
funk. Best cut: "Education of Love"
which has a pop-Talking Heads sound.
Look for a video on MTV or V66 this
spring.
CRAZY 8's "NERVOUS IN SUBURBIA" RED RUM RECORDS

FEARGAL SHARKEY “FEARGAL
SHARKEY"
A&M
Ex-lead singer for the Undertones now
a modern soul singer? Eurythmics' Dave
Stewast working with punks? This
album is pure contradictions. But it also
fascinates. Sure the music is the psuedoEurythmics. But that voice! It quivers,
it testifies! "Ghost rrare ii a campy,
danceTrack that's too OW for Miami
Vice. But it'll end up there.

ROZANPCONES
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•
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Forget that they were on Star Search, this
band's real music has political lyrics and
ska-through-funk tunes. "Suburbia"
features more of a R&B sound. "Rub-beir &flier is typkar with a scathing
portrait of the conditions in Soweto and
praising the work of Man-Tutu (Bishop
Desmond Tutu).

The Woman in the Sixth Row

SOPHOMORES

I

An Adventure
Original plays by Arnold Colhath

Now is the time to
apply tot the Air
Force ROTC 2
year program.

1Vednesday, February 26- Saturday, March I
at 800 pin
Matinee Thursday, February 27
at 200 pin
Hauck Auditorium

Call today
Captain Suarez
581-1381
AIR

FORCE

ROTC GVes.""
1. •0
.
0 4$ Oar WNW

"a tragical-CI anical-historical-pastoral
scene individable, or poem unlimited"

••••
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Sports

by Jc
Staff

Women gunning for Seaboard Championship
,No. 2 seeded Black Bears to face Boston University in first round
what the season is all about," Gavett

by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

All that has been said and done, all
the wins and losses, everything that has
happened this year, can be conveniently'
packed away in a souvenir album. The
Seaboard Conference playoffs have arrived. And for now, that's the only thing
that matters.
The University of Maine women's
basketball team will take on the Boston
University Terriers Saturday night (8:00)
in the preliminary round of the league
playoffs at the Cabot Gym on the Northeastern University campus.
The winner of the game will play the
victor of the Northeastern/New Hampshire game (Saturday at 6:00) in the
Seaboard Championship game Sunday
at 7:00 p.m. The losing teams will tapoff the consolation game at 5:00 p.m.
For the Maine Black Bears, the season
has been one of great success and of
adversity fighting off injuries. The team
ended the regular season on a sour rrote,losing to New Hampshife—
,6
- 4-55;which
dropped its season record to 21-6 overall
and 9-3 in the conference.
Two of the victories however were
against BU and Black Bear Coach Peter
Gavett is hoping for a three-game sweep
of the Terriers so Maine, for the second
consecutive year, can get to the championship game__
"We have to put it all together, this is

said. "We're going to go in and give it
our best shot.
"With any luck, I think we've got a
good shot at pulling off a championship," he said.
The Terriers, 14-12 overall and 8-4 in
conference play, have not fared well
against Maine as they have dropped the
last four meetings.
If there has been a common thread to
the games,it is that BU has jumped out
to quick leads, only to lose at the end
of the game.
In the first meeting back on Jan. 4 in
Orono, BU had a 35-26 lead at halftime
but lost 61-57. Last Saturday in Boston,
the Terriers had a 37-31 lead at the break
but faltered down the stretch and Maine
won again, this time by a 71-68 margin.
The Black Bears have been on the
mend of late as point-guard Kissy
Walker returned to action a little over a
week ago and injuries to other players
have lessened in severity.
But a key member still having trouble
returning is junior guard Sonya Wedge,
who has played very steady throughout
the year. Wedge injured her ankle Jan.
31 and has not returned to form.
But the Bears will have Liz Coffin and
Lauree Gott mixing it up underneath
and Gavett will look to Kelly Nobert and
Debbie Duff to provide some outside
shooting.
Off the bench, Kathy Shorey, Crystal

Maine's chances
for success in the
playoffs would be
greatly enhanced if
Sonya
Wedge
(shown in photo) is
able to return to
form.
Wedge's
status for the
weekend is questionable as the
junior has been
hampered by an
ankle _
injury.
(McMahon photo)

cub.;
atop t

B,
Cummings and Lynn McGouldrick
could provide some valuable minutes.
The Terriers have been led by guard
Renee Kurowski, 12.0 points per game,
Andrea Ashuck, 11.7 and Kim Dukes,
10.5.
Should Maine win, the Bears would
likely face Northeastern, which swamped
UNH in both regular season games.
Maine and NU have been atop the stan-
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dings all season and split the two regularseason meetings.
"Nobody in the league has given them
a game except us," Gavett said. "I
think we're the best matchup for Northeastern. We're the only (conference)
team that beat them. We can't look to
that game though. We've got to beat
BU."
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BENJAMIN'S

1: Mark Miller Band
2-3: Cold Sweat
4-5: Diana Daniels
6-7-8: The Crowd
9-10: Just the Facts
11-12: The Dogs
13-14-15: Panic Station
16-17: Magic
18-19: Cry Baby
20-21-22: Radio Heart
23-24: Switch
25-26: Inspectors
27-28-29: Soundtrac
30-31: Side Effects
Featuring live entertainment
Thursday & Friday from 5 - 7 for
Attitude Adjustment (happy hour)

GN,
I.

Franklin Street. Bangor
942-7492

Maine's Best
Rock & Roll
611.

NAALOW
MIGHTLY
FRig
II9AUC

IN

eak

•

BE NJ A MN S
NATURE WALK

INTEPSTATE 95. HAMMOND ST EXIT $48

Weekly Drink
Specials
Sun. & Mon.: 50' drafts
Tues.: Ladies Night
Ladies pay no cover
Ladies get happy hour prices

Wed.: Happy Hour prices
all night
Tues.-Thurs.: Margueritas
& Sombreros - $1.75
Molson Night free
t-shirts, etc.
Fri. & Sat.: Bud Night
$1.25 bottled Bud
„
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Black Bears face Huskies in final home series
by Jon gummier
Staff Writer
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The
University
of
MaineNortheastern University hockey series,
slated for 7:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday at Alfond Arena, could be a preview
of the Hockey East playoffs to come.
If the No. 3 Huskies (18-14-2 overall
and 17-12-2 HE)sweep the Black Bears
(10-25-1, 7-24-1), or take one game while
No. 5 University of Lowell (7-24-2 HE)
wins its finale with the University of
New Hampshire, Maine and NU would
square off in the opening round of the
HE playoffs at NU.
A Maine sweep would give the Black
Bears the No. 5 spot, with a date at No.
4 Providence College in the opening
The hockey team will battle Northeastern this weekend
in a series that will
round. If Lowell loses its finale, Maine
determine Hockey East playoff positions. (McMahon photo)
could take fifth with one win over the
ifit expects to be ready for postseason
ding to Flaman, has been intensity: a
Huskies.
play.
malady that struck his squad after beHence, it would seem Maine has more
"We're just in a little rut lately," NU
to lose than NU. But taking into coning dumped by _Boston University and
Coach Fern Flaman said Wednesday.
Harvard at the Beanpot tourney in
sideration that the Huskies are struggl"Hopefully we can play well this
Boston.
ing of late, going 1-5-1 in their last seven
weekend. It will be important because we
After loses to UNH-and Lowell, NU
contests, NU would like to regain that
might end up playing Maine in the
seemed to have shaken the intensity lull
early season form, which propelled It_ playoffs
atop the league for much of the season
-after a 4-4 tie with UNH. NU outshot
The problem with the Huskies, accorUNH 60-22 in the contest, but Wildcat

goalie Rich Burchill made "50 tough
stops" to deny the Huskies.
Wednesday night Boston College added to the NU woes with a tough-to-take
4-2 win.
Maine Coach Shawn Walsh said
Wednesday that he just wanted to go into Sunday's contest with a chance ro capture fifth place with a win.
"It's important because of timing,"
Walsh said. "You always want to go into the playoffs on an upbeat note. We
want to continue playing the way we've
been playing recently.
"I've been pleased with our play
defensively, but we have to capitalize on
(see HOCKEY page 12)

Black Bear 5 loses to Siena, 72-70
by Kevin Ditrich
Staff--Writeti'-- •
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Although the University of Maine
men's basketball team finished their
regular season on the losing end of 72-70
contest with Siena College, the Black
Bears played some of their best ball of
the season, which will good news to
Black Bear fans as the ECAC North
Atlantic Conference playoffs loom near.
TEursday's game, played at the Alum-

Mb M.

ni Recreation Center in Loudonville,
went down to the wire before the
Indians finally pulled away with just
four seconds left.
The two teams entered the final
minutes of the game tied at-68-68. Matt
Brady put the Indians up with two of his
evening's 13 points but Maine's Rich
Henry tied it up again by hitting a pair
of free throws with 18 seconds left in the
contest.
Brady won the game for Siena when

CELEBRATING WOMEN
Sunday Campus Worship - 11 a.m.
Lown Room,. Memorial Union
The Maine Christian Association
Tom Chittick, Chaplain

-

connected orLbothpf_his free throws.
Brady's deciding foul strots came as the
result of Henry's fifth foul.
Maine ends the regular season with a
7-19 overall record and a 5-13 NAC
mark. Siena moves to 20-6 overall and
12-5 in the NAC. The Indians have one
game left with Boston University
Saturday.

LtzliziltE
Lliattar.
*MEGABUCKS*
Over 500 VCR movies
to choose from
-Including
Luropean Vacation
Per Wee Herman's
Big Adsenture
Make Them Hie Slooly
Nolunleers
C'reator
Ordeal By Innocence
Teen Wolf
Weird Science

Cold Wine • Beer - Kegs
Open 'til 11:30 p.m. Weekdays
Fri. & Sat. 'til 12:30 p.m.
Sun. 'til 11 p.m.
750 Stillwater Ave.
827-5504

RIDE TFIE LATE
NIGHT LOCAL
1

SANDY'S HAIR SHOPPE
For Men-Women-Children
Specializipg in Cuts and Perms

FREE 2 Sunbed Sessions
(With purchase of any service
in the shop.)

2 Olive Street (Off State Street)
Veazie, Maine

Scalp Treatments $12
• Manicures $5
• Perms $25

Tel. 942-1423

Athletes, Fans,
Admirers of Sports Photography....
r4
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,LATE NIGHT LOCAL

Sports photographs are now available of:

Basketball
Swimming
Hockey
Our files contain photographs that have not been
puslished as well as ones that have. We have photographs
of every home game of the sports listed above.
Call 581-1272 for more information
Brought to you by The Maine Campus Photography Service:

...Bringing quality photographs into your life.

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. Runs hourly from 8p.m.
to la.m.

_
-
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Hockey

points. Hobey Award canidate Jay
Heinbuck is the team's leading
scorer with 26 goals, 37 assists for
63 points.
The team's other two 30-plus
scorers are forwards David O'Brien
(21-14-35) and Stewart Emerson
(17-17-34). In goal for' the Huskies
is sophomore Bruce Racine, who
in 33 games has a .853 save percentage and 4.68 GAA.
In the only other meeting between the squads, Heinbuck scored
in overtime to lift NU to a 6-5 win.
Maine had erased a 5-2 deficit to
even it up.

(continued from page 11)
r scoring chances if we are going to be a factor in the
playoffs."
"We have to shut them down offensively," Walsh said. "They are
a great transition team. "Rod
Isbister and Company have a
knack of forcing good offensive
situations because of their transition. We'll have to be alert."
The senior forward lsbister is
the team's No. 2 leading scorer
with 24 goals, 23 assists for 47

Memories from the Class of 1986
Rick Bernardo
Broadcasting
Troy, N.Y.
Activities: WMEB
Baseball Team, Navigators
"What I like best about the
University of Maine is that everthing is right here at our convenience. There is such a great
variety of events going on around
us that if we don't get involved,
we only have ourselves to blame.
Where else could we go to find
the variety that this campus offers
to each and every one of us?"

Take The Challenge - Make The Future
novk until Nlarch 7thSenior Challenge The Class of 1986

Track teams in Boston for
New England Championships
Women
by John Holyoke
Staff Writer

Men

When the University of Maine
When the University of Maine men's
women's indoor track team competes in indoor track team swings into action Frithe New England Championships Satur- day and Saturday, the team title won't
day and Sunday, it will likely be without be on the line for the Black Bears. Inthe services of standouts Kathy Tracy stead, a small contingent will strive for
and Beth Heslam.
personal success against the best athletes
Coach Jim Ballinger said, "Kathy's in the Northeast.
been sick and we'd like to get her back
The Maine squad demolished the
ready fr Easterns and Beth's hamstring -University of Vermont last Saturday,
could use another week off." Both are 100-21, but will be in an entirely different
listed as "doubtful" for this weekend. situation as it competes in the New
England Championships at the
Ballinger will look for good perforMassachusetts Institute of Technology in
mances from proven competitors to fill
Cambridge, Mass.
the void when the Black Bears travel to
"Many of the teams in the New
Newton, Mass., for the meet.
Englands have the full number of
Heading the list is middle-distance ace
allowable scholarships," Maine Coach
Helen Dawe, who will compete in the
Ed Styrna said. "That makes them tough
600 after running the 880 for much of
the season. Last week against Vermont, to beat."
One need only look to the pre-meet
Dawe broke the university, field house
standings to see how tough the competiand meet records in the 600, turning in
tion becomes. Maine's only individual
a time of 1:25.7.
Eastern champion, Robin Hays, is seedAnother strong contender W
. Maine
ed tenth in the .880.
will be junior Theresa Lewis, who finishStyrna feels that Maine's best bets for
ed fourth in the NE 1,000 last winter. She
places will come in the form of Hays and
turned in a personal best time of 2:42.6
440-man Mike Norman, who set a peragainst Vermont and is expected to do
sonal
best of 49.8 against Vermont. Norwell.
—
man
listed as the sixth seed for the
is
Lisa Clemente, four-time state chamNew Englands.
pion in the 400, will also be battling for
Other athletes who have qualified for
a top spot as she finished sixth in NE a
the meet are Sean Truman (60, high
year ago. Also competing for UMO will
be weight throwers Connie Mollison, jump), Joe Quinn (35 pound weight),
Dan Crocker (triple jump)and the mile
Theda Segar and Beth McGarrigle. Trirelay team of Norman, Dan Martin,
ple jumpers for the Black Bears will be
K.C. Latham, and John Boucher.
Keira Brophy and Karen Smith.
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Nominate The One You Love
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UP AND COMING
&I Its awards time, to give credit where credit is due. An
ei awards banquet will be held on April 10th. The three
awards are the Winthrop Libby Award, The Howard
R. Neville Student Government Award and The Student Government Award.

l

i.LAYING DOWN THE LAW
sa

l
1

;t1, start towards an improvement, your student govern_
ment has allocatedfunds to purchase rape cardS providing an emergency number. Information will be made
available to student organizations or any member of
the student body.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Nominate the one you love...
Nominationsfor the three awards; The Winthrop Libby Award, The Howard Neville Award and The Student Government Award, can be made from March
3rd-28th. Submit your nominee and a one page description as to why you feel this person should receive the
award and send it to Dean _Rideout's office,—Student
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There are a lot ofcactuses in the world but that doesn't
mean you have to sit on one!

THINK ABOUT IT

C

by John Holyoke
Staff Writer

AND GET INVOLVED!!!!
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